Roof Anchor Inspection
BACKGROUND

IDENTIFIED CAUSE

Roof safety anchors are installed on many industrial roofs, typically to assist with roof
maintenance and window washing requirements.

Induspec has identified many roof anchor issues which had been overlooked by previous
inspections. In one instance, a lifeline system had a manufacturing flaw which allowed the tieoff shuttle to come right off the lifeline system while in use. In other instances, although the
anchors were sound, the attachment was unable to meet the strength requirements.

INITIAL CONDITION

RECOMMENDATIONS

Typically, roof anchor systems are designed and installed at the time of building construction.
Often times, original drawings and certifications are lost and the inspection process is limited
to a quick visual inspection of each anchor as an individual, instead of each anchor as part of
a specifically designed system.

Induspec has developed proprietary software to document and track roof safety anchors over
the long term. In addition, Induspec only uses it’s experienced in-house Professional
Engineers to site inspect and review roof anchor systems.

ANALYSIS

IMPLEMENTATION
Induspec has performed hundreds of anchor inspections on dozens of buildings, including the
design and installation of many roof anchors. Each time, Induspec strives to understand the
original design parameters and intent to ensure that these match current standards and best
practices.

Induspec owns all site inspection equipment for both, visual and physical load testing. In
addition, Induspec has the expertise to evaluate anchor systems and system designs to
ensure that the original design intent is not only sound, but is met with the existing roof
mounted hardware.

Gallery

Roof Anchor Inspection Report

Client

Northshore Property Management

Building

The Beaches

Address

441 William Street, North Bay, ON

Date

07-19-2012 3:08:45

Anchor Data
Anchor No.

4

Manufacturer

Unknown

Type

Unknown

Fastening Method

Through bolted

Previous Inspection Date
Last Physical Inspection
Physical Inspection Interval
Physical Inspection Due

10

Years

Yes

Visual Test Data
The anchor is free of rust or other signs of corrosion:

Yes

The roof membrane / flashing around the anchor is in good condition:

No

N/A

Yes

No

N/A

The anchor is of a code compliant design:

Yes

No

N/A

The anchor is free from obvious signs of physical damage:

Yes

No

N/A

The anchor is free from signs of metal cracking, denting or deformation:

Yes

No

N/A

At least two threads are exposed and the threads have been properly deformed:

Yes

No

N/A

The anchor passes the mallet integrity test:

Yes

No

N/A

Limitation
The visual inspection included a review of the visible, and accessible components of the system for signs of stress
or deterioration. This inspection cannot and does not include any hidden defects or system modifications that could
alter the performance of the equipment.
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